
STEVE KING JUST VOTED
TO SUBJECT AMERICANS
TO “WORSE THAN
WATERGATE”
Devin Nunes has launched the next installment of
his effort to undercut the Mueller
investigation, a “Top Secret” four page report
based on his staffers’ review of all the
investigative files they got to see back on
January 5. He then showed it to a bunch of hack
Republicans, who ran to the right wing press to
give alarmist quotes about the report (few, if
any, have seen the underlying FBI materials).

Mark Meadows (who recently called for Jeff
Sessions’ firing as part of this obstruction
effort) said, “Part of me wishes that I didn’t
read it because I don’t want to believe that
those kinds of things could be happening in this
country that I call home and love so much.”

Matt Gaetz (who strategized with Trump on how to
undercut the Mueller investigation on a recent
flight on Air Force One) said, “The facts
contained in this memo are jaw-dropping and
demand full transparency. There is no higher
priority than the release of this information to
preserve our democracy.”

Ron DeSantis (who joined Gaetz in that Air Force
One strategy session with Trump and also
benefitted directly from documents stolen by the
Russians) said it was “deeply troubling and
raises serious questions about the [the people
in the] upper echelon of the Obama DOJ and Comey
FBI,” who of course largely remain in place in
the Sessions DOJ and Wray FBI.

Steve King claimed what he saw was, “worse than
Watergate.” “Is this happening in America or is
this the KGB?” Scott Perry said. Jim Jordan (who
joined in Meadows’ effort to fire Sessions)
said, “It is so alarming.” Lee Zeldin said the
FBI, in using FISA orders against Russians and
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facilities used by suspected agents of Russia
was relying “on bad sources & methods.”

It all makes for very good theater. But not a
single one of these alarmists voted the way
you’d expect on last week’s 702 reauthorization
votes if they were really gravely concerned
about the power of the FBI to spy on Americans.

Indeed, Gaetz, DeSantis, and King — three of
those squawking the loudest — voted to give the
same FBI they’re claiming is rife with abuse
more power to spy on Americans, including
political dissidents. Nunes, who wrote this
alarming report, also wrote the bill to expand
the power of the FBI he’s now pretending is
badly abusive.

Even those who voted in favor of the Amash-
Lofgren amendment and against final
reauthorization — Meadows, Jordan, and Perry,
among some of those engaging in this political
stunt — voted against the Democratic motion to
recommit, which would have at least bought more
time and minimally improved the underlying bill
(Justin Amash and Tom Massie, both real
libertarians, voted with Democrats on the motion
to recommit). Zeldin was among those who flipped
his vote, backing the bill that will give the
FBI more power after making a show of supporting
Amash’s far better bill.

In short, not a single one of these men
screaming about abuse at the FBI did everything
they could do to prevent the FBI from getting
more power.
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Which — if you didn’t already need proof — shows
what a hack stunt this is.


